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King of Hungary and Poland Louis I

daughter Jadwiga married LDK duke

Jogaila in 1386. Jadwiga had

Hungarian origins and was the

queen of Poland.



In this picture you can see a

monument for Jadwiga and Jogaila

being unveiled. Their marriage led to

that the last pagan country in Europe

– Lithuania became a catholic country.

The monument was unveiled by the

minister of foreign affairs of Lithuania

Linas Linkevičius and his colleague

Janos Martonyi.

The monument is located in Budapest

near one of the main gates of the old

town, in the park of Europe.



When Stephen Báthory was the king of

Poland and Lithuania, around 10 000

hungarians came to Poland and

Lithuania.

Hungarians consisted one-tenth of the

Lithuanian-Polish army. These warriors

were succesful and helped to win the

war of Livonia.



A hungarian nobleman Janus Eperjes

bought a manor in Panemunė. He built a

castle here for his beloved lithuanian

Uršulė.



A memorial plaque at the Gates of Dawn

(Aušros Vartai) in Vilnius, commemorated

in 1956. revolution in Hungary. Lithuanians

supported the events on November 1,

1956, and an unauthorized rally took place

during All Souls' Day.



From 1992 until now, Ikarus buses have

traveled almost 94 million kilometers in

Kaunas, which is the distance from the

Earth to Mars and back. These buses

transported about 330 million Kaunas

residents and guests on public transport

routes.

In Kaunas, as in the whole of Lithuania,

Ikarus busses has been driving since 1958.
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FUN FACT:

Today, about 70 Hungarians live in 

Lithuania. 



THANK YOU FOR YOUR 
ATTENTION!
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